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We describe an ultracold fermionic set-up where it is possible to synthesize a superfluid phase
with symmetry obtained by locking independent invariance groups of the normal state. In this
phase, named two-flavors symmetry-locking phase (TFSL), non-Abelian fractional vortices with
semi-integer flux and gapless non-Abelian Goldstone modes localized on them appear. Considera-
tions on the possible experimental realization of the TFSL are also provided.
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Introduction – Trapped ultracold atoms provide an
excellent tool to simulate strongly interacting quantum
systems [1]. The main reason is the high level of tun-
ability and the very precise measurements achievable on
such systems. Their versatility is considerably enlarged
by two further ingredients: optical lattices [2] and gauge
potentials [3]. The possibility to synthesize Abelian and
non-Abelian gauge fields, also in the presence of optical
lattices [4–9], promises a better understanding of an in-
creasing number of relevant physical systems and new
phases of gauge field theories.
In the non-Abelian case, hyperfine levels of suitable
atoms are typically used as internal degrees of freedom
where the gauge potential is defined: an advantageous
proposal is given by earth-alkaline atoms [10]. To date,
only static gauge fields have been experimentally sim-
ulated, but proposals for dynamical fields recently ap-
peared in literature [11–15].
A further promising and challenging application of ultra-
cold atoms and synthetic gauge fields is the emulation of
relativistic models relevant to high energy physics: recent
proposals focused on 2D [16–23] and 3D [24–27] Dirac
fermions, Wilson fermions and axions [25], neutrino os-
cillations [28] and extra dimensions [29]. Important ex-
perimental achievements in this direction are the recent
synthesis of 2D Dirac fermions [30] and the Haldane
model [31] on honeycomb-like lattices.
These intensive efforts are also expected to progress to-
wards a better understanding of strongly coupled non-
Abelian gauge theories, like quantum chromodynamics
(QCD), and potentially to give new insights on the QCD
phase diagram. Indeed in QCD various problems stay
unsolved, like the origin of color confinement [32], chiral
symmetry breaking (CSB), as well as the dynamics of
nucleons, nuclear matter or quarks under extreme condi-
tions [33, 34]. In the light of the developments mentioned
above, ultracold atoms can become a precious tool in the
investigation of these important topics.
A very important concept arising in high-energy physics
is the locking of symmetries, meaning that indepen-
dent symmetries (global or local) of the Hamiltonian are
mixed when the system enters in a certain phase, gen-
erally superfluid. A prominent example of this mecha-
nism is the color-flavor locking (CFL), characterized by
a mixing of the (local) SU(3)c color and the (global)
SU(3)f flavor symmetries [35], independent in the nor-
mal state. A CFL regime is predicted at very large densi-
ties, as in the core of ultra-dense neutron stars, where the
huge pressure and temperature allow quarks to be decon-
fined [33, 34]. Similar superfluid phases are also relevant
in the strongly coupled regime, at the CSB transition
and especially in the context of dual superconductivity
models of color confinement [36, 37]. Dual models are
supported by lattice simulations [32] and by exactly solv-
able supersymmetric theories [38], where exact dualities
and correspondences can be established between confin-
ing phases and weakly coupled CFL phases [39].
The characterizing property of a symmetry-locked phase
is the presence of a complex pattern of spontaneous
breaking of non-Abelian symmetries (SSB) induced by
a multicomponent superfluid condensate. This is at the
heart of its remarkable properties: the appearance of
vortices and monopoles with semi-integer flux and non-
Abelian degrees of freedom confined on them [40–44], and
the breaking of translational invariance with the presence
of ordered structures (as crystals and nets) [33, 34]. Vor-
tices in CFL phases also play an important role in deter-
mining the magnetic behaviour of neutron stars [45–47]
and the properties of confinement and CSB [48].
We describe here a realistic proposal for the synthesis
of a superfluid phase with locking between two global
symmetries. Our relatively simple set-up differs from a
realistic quantum simulation of QCD in two aspects: i)
QCD fermions have both color and flavor quantum num-
bers at the same time; ii) QCD has both local (color)
and global (flavor) symmetries, while in our model both
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2the symmetries are global. Indeed we name the obtained
symmetry-locked phase as two flavors symmetries lock-
ing phase (TFSL). However, concerning i) our simpli-
fied model is still able to capture the effects of the var-
ious symmetries and their spontaneous breaking, inde-
pendently from the internal space they are realized on.
Similarly, concerning ii), in real QCD some important
phenomena are related to the breaking of global sym-
metries, as the CSB transition (described effectively by
the ungauged Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model [49]) close the
deconfinement point and the consequent appearance of
scalar mesons [32, 50]. Moreover, the experimental im-
plementation of the scheme proposed here provides a first
and (in our opinion) necessary step towards the quantum
simulation of a CFL phase featuring symmetry breaking
of local symmetries, for which the use of dynamical gauge
fields for ultracold atoms is required.
Another motivation for the implementation of a
symmetry-locked phase with ultracold fermionic mix-
tures as proposed here is that – even with only global
symmetries – non-Abelian fractional vortices (NAFV)
appear. Remarkably the NAFV studied in this paper
differ from the previously observed ones [51–53] in the
origin of their non-Abelianity and fractionally. As a con-
sequence their braiding properties are also different. The
simulation of TFSL and CFL phases by using ultracold
atoms would be then important to detect and study such
exotic objects, especially due to the possibility of directly
measuring various correlation functions (including ones
involving the density operator) [54].
The model – We consider an optical lattice loaded with
a mixture of four ultra-cold fermionic species: e.g., two
different atoms, each one trapped in two hyperfine levels.
We conventionally denote the four types of fermions by
two different quantum labels (each one spanning two val-
ues) c = {r, g} and f = {u, d}. The c and f index are in
turn collectively denoted as flavors since, in the model
that we are going to adopt, each of them is associated
with a global non-Abelian symmetry.
We assume for simplicity that the considered Fermi mix-
ture is loaded in an optical lattice (say cubic), but the
main conclusions of the paper and the occurrence of the
TFSL do not depend on the presence of the lattice.
We assume an Hubbard Hamiltonian of the form Hˆ =
Hˆkin + Hˆint [55], where Hˆkin is the usual tight-binding
hopping Hamiltonian (the hopping coefficient t between
nearest-neighbor sites is assumed for simplicity to be in-
dependent of c and f indices) and
Hˆint = −Uc
∑
i,c6=c′ ni;cni;c′ − Uf
∑
i,f 6=f ′ ni;fni;f ′−
−Ucf
∑
i,c,f ni;cni;f ,
(1)
where ni,σ = c
†
i;σci;σ is the number operator of the
fermion σ = r, g, u, d on the site i. We also consider
balanced mixtures: the atomic numbers for the c and f
species coincide (Nc = Nf with Ng = Nr = Nc/2 and
Nu = Nd = Nf/2). In (1) it is Uc = − 4pi~2m ac
∫
d~r φ4c
and Uf = − 4pi~2m af
∫
d~r φ4f , where ac and af are respec-
tively the s-wave scattering lengths between two c and
f fermions (the φ ’s are the appropriate Wannier func-
tions). Similarly −Ucf is proportional to the s-wave scat-
tering length acf between one c fermion and a f one. The
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) has an U(2)c × U(2)f ≡ G sym-
metry enlarged to U(4) if Uc = Uf = Ucf .
Non-TFSL and TFSL phases – We discuss for the
moment the simplest model, where attraction arises be-
tween all the fermions: Uc, Uf , Ucf > 0. Moreover we set
for simplicity Uc = Uf ≡ U . Repulsive intra-c or intra-f
interactions (Uc < 0 or Uf < 0) are detrimental for the
occurrence of the TFSL phase: for instance this is the
case for 171Yb -173Yb mixtures. We will discuss in detail
this situation later, proposing solutions to obtain still the
TFSL phase.
For U > 0 and Ucf > 0 the possible SF phases are
parametrized by the pairings
〈ci;uci; d〉 ≡ ∆f , 〈ci; rci; g〉 ≡ ∆c, 〈ci; cci; f 〉 ≡∆cf , (2)
with ∆c, ∆f and ∆cf being respectively two generic
complex numbers and a 2 × 2 complex matrix. We de-
rive the free energy F in the mean-field approximation,
similarly to the case of two-component mixtures [56].
It is convenient to define the order parameter ∆0 as
2|∆0|2 = |∆c|2 + |∆f |2 and to introduce the U(2)c+f
invariants ∆2+ = Tr
(
∆†cf∆cf
)
, ∆2− = 2 det ∆cf .
The minimization of F with respect to ∆± and ∆0 gives
|∆+| = |∆−| and |∆c| = |∆f |. We find that for Ucf 6= U
the gap equations are not consistent if both ∆+ and ∆0
are non-zero both T = 0 and finite temperature and two
phases are found as follows [see Fig. (1)]:
i) Non-TFSL phase: for Ucf < U it is ∆+ = 0
and ∆0 6= 0; the gap equation at T = 0 reads:∑
k
1√
2k+|∆0|2/2
= 12U (being k = εk − µ, with εk
the single-particle energy spectrum of Hkin and µ
the chemical potential);
ii) TFSL phase: for Ucf > U it is ∆0 = 0 and
∆+ 6= 0; the gap equation at T = 0 reads:∑
k
1√
2k+|∆+|2/2
= 12Ucf .
Notice that |∆+| 6= 0 corresponds to a TFSL phase, irre-
spectively from the value of ∆c and ∆f [57] .
The findings in i) and ii) are consistent with the results
discussed in literature (e.g., see [56, 58]) that show how
many-species superfluidity tends to avoid configurations
with multiple pairings having different symmetries and
competing with each others. The gap equations and the
equation for the particle number (not written here) are
also the same in both the TFSL phase and the non-TFSL
phase, but with ∆+ and Ucf instead of ∆0 and U (both
3at vanishing and at finite temperature). These equations,
as well as the corresponding equations for the chemical
potentials µc and µf , have the same functional form of
the Leggett’s equations for a two-component Fermi mix-
ture across the BCS-BEC crossover [59]. Indeed they
coincide for the diagonal pairing ∆cf = ∆ δcf .
FIG. 1: Schematic representation of the pairings in the non-
TFSL phase (top) and in the TFSL phase (bottom).
Properties of the TFSL phase – The key difference
between the TFSL and the non-TFSL phase lies in the
residual non-Abelian symmetry of the TFSL phase. In
fact, the non-TFSL pairings induce a SSB of the Abelian
factors: U(2)c × U(2)f → SU(2)c × SU(2)f . At vari-
ance, the TFSL pairing ∆cf satisfying |∆−| = |∆+| 6= 0
induces the following SSB pattern G→ H:
U(2)c × U(2)f = U(2)c+f × U(2)c−f → U(2)c+f . (3)
This means that the SF phase (as well as ∆cf ) has a
residual symmetry group H = U(2)c+f given by the set
of elements (Uc,Uf ) = (Uc,U−1c ) = (U−1f ,Uf ), Uc and Uf
belonging respectively to U(2)c and U(2)f . We define
also U(2)c−f = (Uc,Uc) = (Uf ,Uf ). U(2)c+f , acts on
∆cf as Uc+f ∆cf U−1c+f , and thus involves at the same
time c and f transformations, originally independent.
This mechanism is called symmetry locking [35].
The most general form of ∆cf compatible with the gap
equations for the TFSL phase is ∆cf = ∆ U˜†c U˜f , with
U˜c and U˜f also belonging to U(2)c and U(2)f . This
form parametrizes the coset G/H. Without any loss
of generality, we can always perform a symmetry trans-
formation to put the gap matrix into a diagonal form:
∆cf = ∆ δcf ≡ ∆ I, with δcf being the Kronecker delta,
or ∆cf = ∆σx (σi are as usual the Pauli matrices) [60].
The SSB at the heart of TFSL implies the existence (both
with and without vortices) of non-Abelian gapless Gold-
stone modes propagating in the whole condensate and
described by the coset G/H ∼ S2. Such modes are re-
lated to spatial and time fluctuations of the order pa-
rameter ∆cf in the general set described above. This is
analogous to the presence of spin waves in the B phase
of superfluid 3He [61]. The spectrum of gapless excita-
tions is completely different from the non-TFSL scenario,
where only two Abelian Goldstone modes appear.
Comments about experimental feasibility– An in-
stance of experimental setup realizing our scheme is pro-
vided (possibly without optical lattice, in the continu-
ous) by 171Yb and 173Yb mixtures [62, 63], the first one
having a 1/2 hyperfine degeneracy and the second one
a 5/2 multiplet - in the latter case only two levels have
to be populated selectively. The main motivation for this
choice is that these atoms have natural interspecies inter-
actions not depending on the particular hyperfine levels
considered [64]. Even if this property may hold in other
fermionic mixtures (for instance involving earth-alkaline
atoms), at the best of our knowledge 171Yb -173Yb is at
the present time the unique stable mixture having it ex-
perimentally realized.
The c index indicates now the two hyperfine levels of
171Yb, while f refers to two hyperfine levels of 173Yb.
The scattering lengths are respectively a171 ≡ ac =
−3 a0, a173 ≡ af = +200 a0 and a171−173 ≡ acf =
−578 a0 [65] (a0 being the Bohr radius). Therefore Uc
is positive and very small, Ucf is positive and Uf is neg-
ative and relatively large (corresponding to the sensible
repulsion between f atoms).
The main effect of the intraspecies interactions is to in-
duce an effective imbalance between the chemical poten-
tials of the two atomic isotopes: this competes with the
formation of the TFSL state driven by the dominating
interaction ∝ a171−173. In the mean-field Hamiltonian
from (1) (and the same populations for all the hyperfine
levels both of 171Yb and 173Yb), this imbalance results
in a term Uc νc
∑
i,c c
†
i; cci; c + Uf νf
∑
i,f c
†
i; fci; f , being
νc = νf ≡ ν the filling of each atomic species. In this
way, a different phase instead of TFSL can be realized.
While in this paper we are not strictly interested to ana-
lyze the phase diagram of Yb mixtures, we address briefly
how to overcome this problem. Tuning the interactions
by optical Feshbach resonance is presently not a realistic
solution, due to significant atomic losses.
The first possibility is to unbalance the c and f popu-
lations in number, Nc > Nf , such that the difference of
the Fermi energies ∆EF ≡ E(c)F − E(f)F = 2t (cos k(c)F −
cos k
(f)
F ) in the normal states approaches the quantity
(Uf νf −Uc νc). In this way the two unbalances compen-
sates each others, allowing the appearance of the TFSL
phase. An alternative (but experimentally more difficult)
way to create a compensating unbalance is to allow a dif-
ference in the hopping terms, (tc − tf ) > 0.
A different possibility involves two additional species in
the f multiplet and it assumes possible to couple f -atoms
in pairs (say (1 , 3) and (2 , 4)) via two Raman pulses with
amplitude Ω. This model has a U(2)c×U(4)f global sym-
metry that is explicitly broken to U(2)c × U(2)f by the
Raman pulses. The new eigenstates in the normal state,
where the residual symmetry is exactly realized, are ob-
tained introducing the operators η
(±)
13/24(
~k) =
c1/2±c3/4√
2
(~k)
with energy ε±(~k) = ε(~k) ± Ω. A direct mean-field cal-
4culation shows that tuning Ω ≈ (Uf −Uc) ν compensates
the original effective imbalance between the 171Yb lev-
els and η
(−)
13/24 [66] and allows for the TFSL pairing be-
tween them. Instead the states η
(−)
13/24, largely (anyway
more than the unmixed levels of 173Yb) imbalanced with
respect of 171Yb, stay unpaired. This system then for-
mally reduces to the simple model discussed in Eq. (1),
and consequently the occurrence and detection of TFSL
and non-TFSL phases proceeds in the same way. We ob-
serve that this second approach, relying on the use of a
selective Raman coupling among pairs of atoms, may be
challenging for 171Yb -173Yb mixtures. However it could
be applied to other fermionic mixtures where the popu-
lation unbalance might be difficult to be realized.
Experimental detection – From the previous discus-
sion of their pairing structures, it emerges how to ex-
perimentally discriminate between TFSL and non-TFSL
superfluids. In the latter situation one finds two con-
ventional superfluids with non-vanishing pairings ∆c and
∆f , while in the TFSL phase a pairing between c and f
fermions arises. in principle along all the possibilities
allowed by the TFSL symmetry: ∆cf = ∆ U˜†c U˜f [see
a schematic representation in Fig. 1]. Therefore by ob-
serving the interference patterns created by the fermionic
condensates below the critical temperature it is possible
to discriminate the non-TFSL and TFSL phases (since
the order parameters are respectively proportionals to I
and to σx).
Similarly, inducing vortices (e.g., by rotation [54]) and
measuring the density profiles one can immediately dis-
tinguish the two phases.
Non-Abelian fractional vortices – In this Section we
study the behavior of the TFSL phase under the applica-
tion of a synthetic Abelian magnetic field ~Bsynth along zˆ:
this can be obtained by putting under rotation the lat-
tice [67] or by optical means [68], for example with the
implementation of multipod schemes [3]. When ~Bsynth
is applied to the non-TFSL phase, vortices emerge in the
spatial configuration of r-g and u-d condensates, while in
the TFSL phase there is a locked spatial configuration in-
volving both c and f atoms. The detection of vortices and
the related spatial distributions of the fermionic species
provides a first clear-cut characterization of the TFSL
phase.
Vortices in the TFSL phase exhibit two remarkable prop-
erties: a) they host localized non-Abelian Goldstone
modes (NAGM); b) they have fractional flux. To see
the first property we start from an SF phase described
at ~Bsynth = 0 by ∆cf = ∆ I. At ~Bsynth 6= 0, the ener-
getically favored configurations host vortices in the con-
densates ∆ru and ∆gd. In the following we assume that
the vortices in the two components do not overlap com-
pletely. This implies that ∆cf (~r) is not any longer a
multiple of the identity matrix. Indeed let us consider
the spatial dependence of the gap parameter around a
vortex configuration, for example in the ∆ru component:
∆cf (~r) = ∆(r) (I + σz ηz(r)) e
i
2 (I+σz) θ , (4)
where θ = [0, 2pi) is the spatial angle around the vortex
and r is the distance. Moreover we have ηz(0) = 1 at
the core of the vortex while ∆(r)→ ∆ and ηz(r)→ 0 at
distances r large compared to the vortex typical size.
Eq. (4) implies that the TFSL phase undergoes an addi-
tional SSB H → HV along the following pattern:
U(2)c+f →
(
U(1)c+f × U(1)σz
)
/Z2 , (5)
where U(1)σz (generated by σ
z) is contained in
SU(2)c+f . Two additional Goldstone modes then ap-
pear around the positions ~r ≈ ~ri of the separated vor-
tices, where ηz 6= 0. These modes can be made manifest
by noticing that, once a solution of the type shown in
Eq. (4) is found, one can generate a continuous family of
degenerate solutions by applying c-f rotations:
Uc+f ∆cf (r)U−1c+f = ∆(r) (I + ~S · ~σ ηz(r)) e
i
2 (I+
~S·~σ) θ ,
(6)
with ~σ = (σx, σy, σz) and | ~S| = 1 being a normalized
vector parameterizing the Goldstone modes. The discus-
sion above implies that vortices in the TFSL phase are
endowed with NAGM forming a non linear representa-
tion of the group H [50] and spanning the target space
H/HV = S
2.
A comparison with vortices in the non-TFSL phase helps
clarification. In that case the lowest-energy configuration
is
∆α(~r) = ∆˜α(r) e
i θ , (7)
with α = c, f : these vortices are Abelian [45, 69], since
(7) parameterizes
U(2)c,f
SU(2)c,f
≡ U(1)c,f . Conversely, a
totally abelian configuration as in (7) has finite energy
also in the TFSL phase but this energy is bigger than
for (6), then the latter one is selected.
We comment now our assumption of vortex separation
in the TFSL case. The issue can be tackled by explicit
calculation of the Landau-Ginzburg functional (LGF)
(not reported here) and via direct comparison to the
LGF results for multi-component mixtures [51]. It turns
out that vortices in the different components of ∆cf
generally repel each others [70, 71],[72].
Fractional flux – Remarkably, fundamental vortices in
the TFSL phase have a fractional (half) flux compared
to an abelian vortex of a non-TFSL phase, as can
be seen by a direct computation or by more general
arguments [40]. Indeed, vortices are classified via their
quanta of flux by the element of the first homotopy
group pi1 [73, 74] defined on the SSB pattern (3), that is
pi1
(
U(2)c+f×U(2)c−f
U(2)c+f
)
∼ pi1
(
U(2)c−f
)
= Z/Z2 in a TFSL
phase and pi1(U(1)c,f ) = Z in a non-TFSL one.
5The discussed properties lead us to refer to the obtained
solitons as NAFV [75]. Various types of fractional vor-
tices have already been studied in various inhomogeneous
systems, e.g. in Josephson junctions systems [76–78], in
spin-1 Bose condensates [51] and Helium 3 [79]. However
fractionality in these cases generally requires ∆(~r) to be
asymptotically ∝ eiκθ, with κ = p/q a rational number:
this implies in turn nontrivial braiding properties due
to the presence of spatial branch-cuts in the definition
of ∆(~r) [80]. Conversely the braiding is trivial in our
case since it involves no anyonic statistics (notice the
integer numbers in front of θ in the phases appearing
in (4) and (6)). Other examples of fractional vortices
but with integer phase arise in multi-components Bose
superfluids [81] or metallic liquid hydrogen [82]. There
an explicit interaction between the pairings is needed,
unlike the present case, where this property is possible
only thanks to the group structure of U(2)c−f .
Outlook – We proposed and discussed a set-up of
a fermionic ultracold mixture in which it is possible
to synthesize two-flavors locked (TFSL) phases. Due
to their symmetry, these TFSL phases host exotic
non-Abelian vortices with semi-integer flux and localized
gapless modes confined on them. The origin of the non-
Abelianity, the braiding properties, the mechanism and
the consequences of fractionality for such vortices are
discussed. To the best of our knowledge, we predicted
for the first time the existence of such solitons in an
experimentally accessible set-up.
The effect of repulsive intra-species interactions has
been discussed, showing that they can destroy the TFSL
phase: two different solutions have been proposed, based
on the creation of a counter-unbalance compensating
this effect. A discussion of the detection of the TFSL
and non-TFSL phases has been also provided.
A partial list of important developments to the present
work concern: a) the derivation of the Ginzburg-Landau
coefficients including corrections beyond mean-field (as
done for the two-species attractive Hubbard model
in [83]); b) the study of interactions between the
vortices and their spatial configurations, especially far
from the critical point, by solving self consistently the
Bogoliubov-De Gennes equations [84] on certain vortex
backgrounds; c) the application of non-Abelian gauge
potentials, confirming a radically different response
to these potentials by non-TFSL and TFSL phases;
d) a more accurate simulation of the CFL phase of
high-density QCD, by the inclusion of dynamical (local)
symmetries; e) the realization of non translationally
invariant SF colored phases [33, 34] and f) the synthesis
of chiral symmetry breaking phases via superfluidity in
semimetallic systems [24–26]. Furthermore, it would be
highly interesting to extend our results in presence of
p-wave pairings. This would give raise to non-Abelian
Majorana fermions of the type discussed in [85], relevant
for topological quantum computation [86].
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